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UPRIVER DOG PARK DESIGN CONCEPTS

CONCEPT A - LARGE DOG PARK, 100 FOOT BUFFER
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GRAPHIC SCALE
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paved parking lot ~ 

30 spaces

small dog area 
~0.25 acres

large dog area 
~4.75 acres

potential future shelter site (typical)

trail access double gates

trash receptacles and dog waste stations 

(typical) internal walking trail
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double gate entry areas for small dogs
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single entry drive
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CONCEPT B - SMALLER DOG PARK, 200 FOOT BUFFERS
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GRAPHIC SCALE
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decomissioned existing “connector” 

trail trail access double gates
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CONCEPT C - MEDIUM DOG PARK, 100-150 FOOT BUFFERS
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AMENITY OPTIONS

manufacturedperimeter landscape buffer

gravel path with binder

asphalt path

earthen trail

current landscape density

thinned landscape

perimeter landscape buffer manufactured

natural

natural

community bulletin board

picnic shelter

ctx restroom

picnic table

bench

dog waste station

lighting
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